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On the heels of Frieze New York, with critics wondering
whether the city could sustain yet another major art fair week
this season, the Insider Art Fair opened to swelling crowds.
While lines of regular people snaked around the block, VIPs
slipped into the 22nd Street location and within minutes all
of the top artworks had holds (fist fights ensued, including an
unfortunate tussle between Stefan Simchowitz and the guy
from Black Keys … or was it Black Eyed Peas?). Artsy, the
exclusive online partner of the entire art world™, launched a
preview of the fair—eliminating the need for anyone with an
internet connection to wear pants to an art fair. To mark the
opening, Artsy met with art world darling of the moment
Mark Flood, the artist-curator-director-publicist of the
Insider Art Fair, for an exclusive, after-hours walkthrough of
the fair. Taking what the artist said into consideration and
meticulously collecting data—à la NSA—from the mostfollowed artists and most-heart-ed artworks in our preview of
the Insider Art Fair, we’ve generated a random list of ten
trending artworks. Though gender, geography, and medium
seem of no variation, each work is an absolute magnum opus.
10. Mark Flood, Historical Diptych [Ford/Fanta], 2014, at
The Insider Art Fair
“These are the aged paintings,” the Houston-born art star
revealed during our illuminating walkthrough, gesturing
toward cracked, yellowed paintings that possess all the allure
of centuries-old relics but are, in fact, brand new! Laced with
nostalgia, works like Historical Diptych [Ford/Fanta] create a
searing dialogue on decay, commercialism, and those nights
you spent swilling Fanta in the back of your Ford Fiesta. “I’ve
never shown them before,” Flood divulged. But, when asked
how he achieved this extraordinary, cracklure effect the artist
replied, “Really, you want me to put my secrets into print?”
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